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01 ABOUT LOKI.
1.1 What is Loki?
Loki is a file-based image processing software 
platform that opens the gateway to 30 years 
of Digital Vision Image Science, in a simple 
and easy to use solution that eliminates the 
need for specialist knowledge and craft level 
training. Whatever your image needs, Loki will 
most likely have a solution!

1.2 What can Loki do?
Loki addresses a very wide variety of image 
processing tasks, below are some typical 
example uses:

1.  Rendering and exporting of Phoenix 
projects

2.  Rendering and exporting of Nucoda 
projects

3. Camera RAW file De-bayering

4. Digital Camera image repair 

5.   Transcoding from and to a variety of file 
formats

6.  Colour Space Conversion and LUT 
application

7. Film restoration 

8. Image Enhancement

9. Video tape restoration

10. Up/Down/Cross conversions

Please also see section 3 for the Loki Codec 
and DVO options.

1.3 Is Loki compliant with latest Film 
and  TV standards?
Yes, Loki is resolution independent and is 
compliant with the latest HDR specifications 
including Dolby Vision as well as ACES  
colour space.

1.4 Who should use Loki?
Simply, anyone who deals with the repair, 
restoration, enhancement or conversion of 
moving images. From Nucoda and Phoenix 
users, Post-Production facilities, Restoration 
houses, Camera rental companies to 
Broadcast Services providers, Loki is for you, 
reducing your workload while increasing 
your throughput to free up your time to focus 
on the specialist elements of your craft. 

1.5 How easy is Loki to use?
Loki has been designed specifically to make 
operation as simple as possible. Simply 
browse your media to select a file(s) requiring 
processing, select the tools and required 
settings (or from a predefined template 
or Nucoda/Phoenix project), enter your 
destination file format and location and let 
Loki do the rest. Loki provides process updates 
and notifies you when the job is complete. 

1.6 What operating system does Loki 
run on?
The Loki application runs on Windows 7 
and 10 as well as Windows Server 2012 R2, 
2016 and 2019. If you are running another 
Operating System, please email innovations@
digitalvision.world to discuss alternative 
solutions.

1.7 How is Loki installed and 
configured?
Loki comprises of three software modules; 
Loki Client (a Graphical User Interface), Loki 
Server (a Master Controller) and Loki Node 
(Processing Node). If the software modules 

can communicate, either internally within the 
same computer or over a network, they can be 
installed on any available hardware. Please see 
section 2 for the possible Loki configurations 
and section 4 for the installation guide.

1.8 How many Loki render nodes can 
be controlled?
Loki is completely scalable and there is no 
limit to how few or many nodes you can 
use. Please see section 2 for the possible Loki 
configurations.

1.9 Can Loki be installed and used 
without any physical changes to 
existing infrastructure?
Yes, Loki is purely a software solution and can 
also be scheduled to work only outside office 
hours so your existing infrastructure as well 
as your current staff and working practices 
will be totally undisturbed by Loki. 

1.10 Is Loki cost effective?
Yes, Loki is a Freemium product, so you only 
pay for the extra optional tools that you add 
to the nodes you use. Without adding any 
options, you can render and export your 
Nucoda and Phoenix colour only projects as  
well as a host of other standard features. The 
addition of Codecs and DVOs in Loki  
is modular and by Annual Subscription to 
keep costs down and avoid the requirement 
for substantial investment. As standard the 
Freemium version of Loki offers the following 
capabilities:

•  Render and Export of Phoenix colour only 
projects 

•  Render and Export of Nucoda colour only 
projects

•  Multiple File Combining

•  Colour Space Conversion

•  LUT Application

•  Legalising

•  Test Pattern Generator

•  Blanking

•  Cropping

•  Scaling

•  Interlacing tools

•  Retiming

Please see section 3 for the additional 
chargeable processing options. 

 
Loki also runs on your existing infrastructure 
and offers you the chance to have your 
business running round the clock doing 
meaningful work and without the need for 
supervisory staff.
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2.1 Local Configuration
The simplest configuration is to use one 
workstation connected to Local storage.

2.2 Network Configuration
As long as the different software and 
hardware elements are detectable over 
a network, Loki Client, Loki Server, Loki 
Render, Source files and the Processed 
output files can all be at independent 
locations.

2.3 Multiple Node Configuration
Loki Clients and Loki Nodes are scalable 
but require only 1 Loki Server software 
module.
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Deployment of Loki is incredibly easy whether installing on a single system or 
over an enterprise network setup. Thanks to its Service Oriented Architecture, 
jobs can be created and monitored on any system on the network, providing 
multiple users access to the tools they need, anywhere, any time.
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Once the base architecture and I/O formats are decided, DVO image 
processing tool groups can be added to create your desired workflow.

Input format Codec

MXF OP1a/OP-Atom, XAVC, XDCAM, AVC Intra, IMX, Avid DNxHD 

 DNxHR, DV, DVCPRO, P2, Uncompressed, RAW Camera formats

MOV ProRes and legacy codecs

MP4 

DPX 

EXR None / RLE / ZIPS / ZIP / PIZ / PXR24 / B44 / B44

DNG Various camera formats

TIF TIF8, TIF16

JPG 

CIN Cineon

MPG MPEG-1

RAW Red, Alexa, Amira, SI-2K, Phantom

Input format Codec

MXF OP1a  XDCAM HD50 (HD), AVC Intra 100 (HD) Uncompressed HD 10 bit 

(HD), Uncompressed HD 8 bit (HD), 1:1 10b RGB (HD), IMX30 (SD), 

IMX40 (SD), IMX50 (SD), DV25 (SD), DV50 (SD)

MXF OP Atom DNxHD (HD All formats), DNxHR (UHD)

MOV Apple ProRes 4444, 422(HQ), 422, Proxy, 4444 XQ

MP4 H.264

DPX RGB8, RGB10, RGB12, RGB16, YUV10

EXR SMPTE 2065 ACES

TIF TIF8, TIF16

- Further formats available on request

3.1 Transcoding tools
The transcoding capability of Loki grows with each version release. At the time of 
writing Loki supports the following common I/O formats.
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DVO Plug-in Description

DVO 3:2  3:2 removal with automatic broken cadence detection and 
repair.

DVO Alias Reduce the shimmering alias effects on car grills, roof tiles, etc.

DVO Aperture  High frequency detail enhancement ideal for sharpening film 
scans while maintaining the integrity of film.

DVO Brickwall  Psychovisual redundant spectrum filtering to maximise 
compression efficiency and remove unwanted image artefacts.

DVO Chroma  Reduces undesirable colour artefacts on film and video caused 
by lens aberrations, VT colour bleed and digital de-bayering.

DVO Clarity  The legendary automatic noise reduction and grain 
management.

DVO Cross Colour  Seamlessly removes Cross Colour (Chroma Crawling),  
common on legacy PAL/NTSC video formats.

DVO De-interlace  The highest quality motion compensated de-interlacer 
maintaining full vertical resolution and fluid motion.

DVO Dirt Map Infrared channel keyer for film surface dust removal

DVO Dropout  A fully automatic and highly accurate video drop-out removal 
system.

DVO Dry Clean Film Dust and Dirt removal at its most advanced

DVO Dust Motion compensated detect and repair dust removal.

DVO Flicker  Perfect for removing all types of flicker from film and video 
material whether caused by faded film or bad lighting.

DVO Frame Recreate heavily damaged or completely missing frames.

DVO GrainGT  The colourist’s choice for over a decade for management of  
film grain without loss of the filmic look.

DVO Plug-in Description

DVO Line Sync  Eliminates horizontal line jitter from analogue video tape  
sourced material.

DVO Noise Noise reduction for legacy video tape archive

DVO Pixel  Automatically seeks and destroys dead/zombie pixels restoring 
them back to life.

DVO Print Align  Fully automatic sub-pixel accurate RGB separation print 
alignment.

DVO Print Align  Fully automatic sub-pixel accurate RGB sequential print  
Sequential  alignment.

DVO Re-grain  Adds natural grain for that organic cinematographic look  
and feel.

DVO Re-grain Adds RGB channel independent natural grain for that  
RGB  organic cinematographic look and feel.

DVO Scratch Auto-detection and seamless concealment of vertical scratches.

DVO Sharpen  Object adaptive image detail sharpening with noise and grain 
rejection and no ringing on edges.

DVO Steady  Automatically stabilising film weave and general image 
instability.

DVO Twister  Superior standards conversion suitable for any field/frame rate  
to all field/frame rates.

DVO Upscale Upscaling tailored specifically for SDTV to HDTV conversions 
 quality trouble free broadcast deliverable creation.

DVO Warp  Fully automated correction of image warping caused by film 
shrinkage and splice joins.

DVO Zoom The ultimate resolution independent scaler.

3.2 DVO Tools
Digital Vision’s award winning DVO image processing toolset has set the standard 
around the world for excellence in image quality. Loki now unleashes this unique 
and unparalleled toolset into fully configurable and automated workflows.
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Hands-free image processing excellence is the clear purpose of Loki; 
however, its versatility presents an abundance of workflow possibilities 
and many things to different users. Below are some typical ways in which 
Loki can enhance and simplify many image processing tasks.

12

4.1 Render and Export multi 
deliverables (Phoenix and Nucoda 
Users only)
Once the Nucoda grade or Phoenix restoration 
project settings are complete, Loki can take 
the project file and render off all required 
deliverables leaving the Nucoda and Phoenix 
stations free to take on the next job.

Example workflow: 

DPX files in > Phoenix restoration render > DPX 
files out for archiving

DPX files in > Nucoda grade render > ProRes 
files out for delivery

4.2 Colour Grading Enhancement
DVO Clarity noise reduction and DVO Sharpen 
noise rejection sharpening, offer the perfect 
complement to colour grading to produce 
the cleanest sharpest images possible. 
Whether used as a global setting or on a scene 
by scene basis, the colourist, with Loki to 
hand, can easily clean and repair problems 
restricting their creative vision. While noise 
and sharpness are amongst the most common 
issues faced by colourists, Loki also offers the 
ability to fix other problems such as flicker, 
lens aberration and dead pixels.

Example workflow: 

DPX files in > DVO Flicker + DVO Chroma + 
DVO Pixel + DVO Clarity + DVO Sharpen >  
DPX files out

4.3 Non-destructive first pass 
restoration (Phoenix and Nucoda 
Users only)
The workflow of automatic restoration prior 
to manual airbrushing has always suffered the 
restriction of the destructive undoable nature 
of automatic restoration. However, the project 
compatibility between the 2 Digital Vision 
applications of Loki and Phoenix now allows 
the Phoenix user to easily identify where Loki 
has processed the image and, if necessary, 
brush effortlessly between the pre and 
processed Loki files to undo over processed 
areas of the image. NB. The strength of this 
workflow is that given the accuracy and quality 
of the modern DVO tools in automatic mode, 
it is now much quicker to perform a relatively 
aggressive first automatic restoration pass to 
achieve most of the restoration work followed 
by the undoing of any mishits. Previously, the 
way of working entailed finding the automatic 
pass sweet spot that produced virtually 
no mishits but left the manual restoration 
operator with the nightmare task of rubbing 
out speckles of dust for weeks on end.

Example workflow: 

DPX files in > DVO Dry Clean > DPX files out  
for Phoenix review

4.4 Film Restoration
Many restoration workflows use a variety of 
tools from different software providers to allow 
the Restoration specialist to cherry pick the 
best tool(s) from each to create a streamlined 
processing pipeline. Loki enhances this 
approach and offers the user the cost-effective 
Annual Subscription option of the award 
winning and comprehensive DVO Film 
Restoration tool set to fill in the gaps in their 
workflow or improve on existing processes. 
DVO Dry Clean is the leading dust and dirt tool 
and this tool alone will greatly enhance quality 
and project duration.

Example workflow: 

DPX files in > DVO Dry Clean > DPX files out

4.5 Video Tape restoration and 
archiving
Video tape archiving can be greatly enhanced 
and simplified by using Loki’s watch folder 
feature to activate the DVO tools for video 
restoration and then deliver in the desired 
broadcast/archive format. Once the Loki watch 
folder and DVO tools are selected the process 
of video tape digital restoration and archiving 
becomes essentially automated.

Example workflow: 

MXF files in > DVO line sync + DVO drop out  
+ DVO Cross Colour > MXF files out to  
archive storage
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4.6 RAW file De-Bayering with Digital 
Camera clean up
De-Bayer camera files for grading while fixing 
any known camera issues such as de-Bayer 
colour fringing, flicker, noisy lowlights, 
chromatic lens aberration and dead pixels, all 
in one pass. Offloading these tasks to Loki frees 
up the grading suite for colour work while 
RAW data de-Bayering and image clean-up are 
performed in a parallel task.

Example workflow: 

RAW files in > De-Bayer + DVO Clarity +  
DVO Pixel > DPX files out for grading

4.7 Ultimate Upscaling
Whatever the finishing system employed, it 
is not uncommon to have to produce scaled 
deliverable versions of master files. Hand 
this task over to Loki and scale to any spatial 
resolution required with DVO Zoom and 
include DVO Clarity and DVO Sharpen to 
guarantee the cleanest and sharpest results 
possible. 

Example workflow: 

ProRes files in > DVO Clarity + DVO Zoom + 
DVO Sharpen > MXF files out for delivery

4.8 Broadcast quality Cross 
conversions
Let Loki along with DVO Twister and DVO 
Zoom create the highest broadcast quality 
cross conversion deliverables from any master 
format.  Adding additional complementary 
DVOs will guarantee the best image possible. It 
is worth noting that DVO Twister has been the 
OEM choice of standards converter for many 
years and has been integrated into industry 
leading products for broadcast services outside 
of Digital Vision’s traditional reach.

Example workflow: 

DPX files in > DVO Clarity + DVO Twister + 
DVO Zoom + DVO Sharpen > MXF files out  
for delivery

4.9 Transcoding
In its most basic application, Loki provides 
the user with a solid transcoding device. 
The inclusion of DVO Brickwall will make 
any compression codec more efficient by 
increasing quality, decreasing file size or a 
combination of both. As a Windows based 
application, it is very worthy to note that 
Loki’s ProRes I/O is fully Apple certified for 
performance and quality

Example workflow: 

MP4 files in > DVO Brickwall > ProRes files  
out for delivery
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Loki Single Machine (Client, Server 
and Node) Installation
Operating system: 64bit Windows 7, 
Windows 10*, Windows Server 2012, 2012 
R2, 2016

CPU: Minimum 2 core CPU (Dual CPU 
recommended)

RAM: Minimum 8GB (12GB+ 
recommended)

Display: 1024x768 or higher

HDD: Minimum 4GB free space (SSD 
recommended)

Loki Client Only Installation
Operating system: 64bit Windows 7, 
Windows 10, Windows Server 2012, 2012 
R2, 2016

CPU: Minimum 2 core CPU (Dual CPU 
recommended)

RAM: Minimum 1GB (8GB needed for 
Processing Preview)

Display: 1024x768 or higher

HDD: 2GB or more free space (SSD 
recommended)

Loki Server Only Installation
Operating system: 64bit Windows 7, 
Windows 10, Windows Server 2012, 2012 
R2, 2016

RAM: Minimum 1GB

HDD: Minimum 2GB free space.

Loki Node Only Installation
Operating system: 64bit Windows 7, 
Windows 10*, Windows Server 2012, 2012 
R2, 2016 (Only compatible with Windows 7 
if using a THOR card).

CPU: Minimum 2 core CPU (Dual CPU 
recommended)

RAM: Minimum 8GB (12GB+ 
recommended)

HDD: Minimum 2GB free space (SSD 
recommended)

05 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS.

System Requirements for each Loki Software Element are shown below:

*Note about Windows 10 and QuickTime
QuickTime import and export is only supported when using Windows 10 upgraded from a previous 
version of Windows. QuickTime is not supported in a clean installation of Windows 10. 15
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Run the installer file
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01.

In the following sections you will find comprehensive details of how to install the Loki 
software elements and activate licences but for help, please email support@digitalvision.world 
or contact one of the Digital Vision regional offices or Distributors for support. Contact details 
can be found on the website at http://www.digitialvision.world.

Installation of Loki is very easy, consisting of only a few simple steps:

Read the installer information

02. 03.
Select the required components. For a 
standalone installation, tick all the Loki 
components. Otherwise tick the required 
components for your installation type.

Before restarting, ensure the .NET 
installation has completed. This may take 
5 minutes.
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Upon restart, a prompt may appear asking 
you to add a Windows Firewall exception. 
Select Allow Access.

05. 06.
Two new icons will now appear in the 
Windows system tray and these will run at 
Windows start up.

04.
Restart the computer to complete setup.
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Click the Loki Client icon on the 
desktop to start using Loki.

If no license has previously been installed, 
a license dialogue box will appear. If 
you already have been given a license, 
enter this in the text box and click 
Save. Otherwise copy the MAC Address 
provided and send it to licensing@
digitalvision.world. Press cancel to close 
the application and relaunch when the 
licence is obtained.

When a license has been obtained, re-run 
the Loki Client and enter the license. Copy 
the full license key into the box. Press Save 
and the Loki Client application will open.

If you are unsure about the validity of your 
licence a typical Loki license key with all 
options will look like this: 

Loki     2018.3     ACD1B8C0E7BB     16-Oct-2018 
360     AdvCodecs     ExtFormats     DVOFULL 
EF70E164E96CE9FAD6AC3

If you are still unsure or having difficulties, 
please email support@digitalvision.world.
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Checking Licence Status
To activate a Loki Node there must be a valid licence key installed. The licence information 
for each node can be found using the Loki Client. Inside the monitoring tab, each node is 
listed with the relevant details.

Node identity Licence options

Licence duration

Using the Loki Node to edit licences
The Loki Node can be opened by double clicking on the icon in the system tray:

LokiNode icon

Inside the Loki Node application, enter the new licence key provided, as shown in the text 
box below. If there is an existing license, please clear this first. Click the Save button to save 
the new licence.

Copy full Licence 
key here

Using the Loki Client Node License Manager
The Loki Client provides an easy way to update all Node licenses in one single place, 
without having to access each node individually. This is helpful if you have many nodes on 
separate computers.

Open the License manager from the Loki Client Monitoring tab, and simply select the node 
on the left-hand list. Once selected, you can read the MAC address and enter or replace the 
license for the selected node. Press Save to confirm changes.
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